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Purpose: This study was designed to explore age-related changes in trabecular bone score (TBS) and bone mineral density (BMD) in
Chinese men through cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.
Patients and Methods: We included adult men who had at least twice TBS and BMD examinations in our hospital between
January 2013 and December 2020. All men were divided into an age subgroup per 10 years, comparing differences in baseline lumbar
spine (LS) TBS and BMD at various parts between each age group and analyzing age-related changes in TBS and BMD during follow-up.
Results: Baseline data showed that in men aged 36 to 85 years, BMD in the hip region showed a decreasing trend with age (P for
trend < 0.01). However, TBS reached a high value around the age of 50, after which it decreased with age (P for trend = 0.03). During
a mean follow-up of 3 years, the average annual change rate at TBS was −0.17% in men aged 36 to 85 years, with the fastest decrease
rate −1.08% at 66 to 75 years (P < 0.05). The mean annual rate of change in LS BMD in different age subgroups increased with age (P
for trend = 0.001). There was no significant decrease in mean annual change in BMD in hip regions.
Conclusion: In men aged 36~85 years, the trend of TBS was inconsistent with BMD. Men experience a high value of LS TBS around age
50, later than the commonly believed age of peak BMD, which may reflect developmental differences between bone microstructure and
bone minerals. The TBS may be used as a better indicator of changes in bone strength than BMD in adult men at short-term follow-up. The
rapid loss of TBS at age 66 to 75 may have implications for the prevention and medication of osteoporosis in men.
Keywords: age-related, bone loss, bone mineral density, men, osteoporosis, trabecular bone score

Plain Language Summary
In this study, we conducted a cross-sectional and longitudinal study of trabecular bone score (TBS) and bone mineral density (BMD) in
Chinese men and explored age-related changes in TBS and BMD. We included adult men who had undergone at least 2 BMD and TBS
examinations at our hospital between January 2013 and December 2020. We divided all men into age groups of every 10 years,
compared the differences in baseline lumbar spine (LS) TBS and BMD at each site between age groups, and analyzed the age-related
changes in TBS and BMD during follow-up. In men aged 36 ~ 85 years, the results showed that the LS TBS reached a high value
around 50 years in the baseline data. During a mean follow-up of 3 years, the mean annual rate of change in lumbar spine bone score
was −0.17% in Chinese men aged 36 to 85 years, with the fastest decrease rate of −1.08% in those aged 66 to 75 years. We conclude
that in men aged 36 ~ 85 years, the changing trend of TBS was inconsistent with BMD. Men experience a high value of LS TBS
around age 50, later than the commonly believed age of peak BMD, which may reflect developmental differences between bone
microstructure and bone minerals. TBS may be used as an indicator of better bone strength changes than BMD at short-term follow-up
in adult males. The rapid loss of TBS at age 66 to 75 may have significance for the prevention and medication of osteoporosis in men.

Introduction
Bone mineral density (BMD) is one of the critical determinants of bone strength and fracture risk1 and has been used as
a standard indicator for the diagnosis of osteoporosis. However, some studies have found considerable overlap in bone
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mineral density values between patients with fractures and those without in recent years.2 Other factors that influence
bone strength and fracture risk include the macroscopic and microstructure of cortical bone (including cortical porosity),
bone turnover, and microarchitecture and mineralization of trabecular bone.3,4 The trabecular bone score (TBS) is
a texture parameter that evaluates gray pixel changes in the lumbar spine (LS) dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
images. It has been proposed as a clinical tool to assess bone microarchitecture.5 Although TBS is derived from the same
DXA scan that measures BMD, TBS provides a different set of information about bone structure and bone strength than
BMD measurements.6 MrOS7 and other cohorts8,9 have shown that TBS is associated with severe osteoporosis and
fragility fractures and is independent of hip and lumbar BMD. Furthermore, TBS has been shown to identify subjects
with degenerated bone microstructures whose BMD reflects normal or reduced bone mass on DXA, with added value
relative to BMD for determining bone strength and fragility fracture risk.10 In recent years, studies have explored the
reasons for the inconsistent degree of degeneration of TBS and BMD, including age, degenerative disease, certain
endocrine diseases (such as diabetes), obesity, and so on.11–13 The effect of these factors on bone strength is more likely
due to affecting the microstructure of bone rather than BMD, resulting in a greater degree of TBS degradation.

Peak bone strength is considered an important marker of bone strength, osteoporosis risk, and fracture risk in later
life.14 So far, the study of peak bone strength has focused on peak BMD. In some cross-sectional studies, TBS gradually
decreased with increasing age in men.15–17 However, it is unclear about the trend of TBS in different age groups and
whether there is a TBS peak.

Bone loss with aging is an essential feature of osteoporosis in men.18 Low bone mass and rapid bone loss may be
markers of poor health, leading to fragility fractures19 and increasing the risk of death.20,21 Numerous previous studies
have reflected longitudinal changes in BMD in men.21–23 In recent years, more attention has been received to longitudinal
changes in TBS. In the MrOS cohort, follow-up studies for older men showed an annual change rate in TBS of −0.25%.24

A study in Korea showed an annual rate of change in TBS of −0.27% in men with a mean age of 61.4 years.25

Nevertheless, longitudinal changes in TBS have not been reported in Chinese adults.
Therefore, this study aimed to explore the age-related changes in TBS and BMD in Chinese men through cross-

sectional and longitudinal studies.

Patients and Methods
Study Population
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital with Nanjing Medical University and
conformed to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki (revised in Brazil in 2013). Written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects, and the patients were anonymized.

All subjects were recruited from Nanjing (China) and its surrounding areas and underwent regular physical
examinations in our hospital. All subjects underwent a detailed medical history taking and physical examination, and
data from each of their physical examinations were recorded. In this study, we collected 325 adult men, aged between 29
and 94 years, who had undergone at least twice TBS and BMD examinations in our hospital from January 2013 to
December 2020. Subjects with the following diseases were excluded: ever or receiving drugs for bone metabolism, such
as glucocorticoids, bisphosphonates, hormone replacement therapy; combined with other conditions that seriously affect
bone metabolisms, such as endocrine tumors, chronic kidney disease, ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatic diseases; the
presence of severe malnutrition, such as malignant tumors, subtotal gastrectomy, and intestinal resection; the presence of
diseases after lumbar, hip surgery or other illnesses that affect the detection. In addition, we excluded study subjects with
body mass index (BMI) ≥ 35 kg/m2 because TBS was ineffective above this threshold. Subjects with an interval between
two follow-ups of less than 0.9 years were also excluded. In this study, due to insufficient sample size, we excluded
subjects whose baseline age was less than 35 years and more than 86 years. Finally, 290 men (mean age 59 years) were
included in the study. The first and last measurements of BMD and LSTBS were recorded for each subject.
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Measurement of BMD
DXA scans were performed and analyzed in the First Affiliated Hospital with Nanjing Medical University by manufacturer
recommendations. BMD measurements were recorded at the lumbar spine for L1 to L4 (L1-L4), the femoral neck, and the
total hip. Hip T-scores were calculated using reference values revised for NHANESIII Caucasian women. All scans were
centrally reprocessed using the same software (Hologic Discovery W). BMD was determined by automated analysis, with
technician alteration if necessary. The densitometry used in this study had not reported any amplification effect. Instruments
used in this study exhibited stable long-term performance (coefficient of variation < 0.5%) and satisfactory in vivo
precision. The least significant changes (g/cm2) at lumbar spine (LS), total hip (TH), and femoral neck (FN), and TBS
with 95% confidence level were 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, and 0.07, respectively.

Measurement of TBS
All TBS measurements were performed in the Department of Geriatrics, the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical
University, using the TBSiNsight software (version 2.0.0.1, Med-Imaps, Bordeaux, France). Each lumbar spine’s original
DXA images were uploaded into the TBS iNsight software. LS TBS was then evaluated using the patented algorithm in
the same regions of measurement as those used for the LS BMD (mask of the region of interest and edge detection were
copied from the DXA scans), with LS TBS calculated as the mean value of the individual measurements for vertebrae
L1–L4.

Statistical Analysis
The average annual bone change rate for each study subject was calculated as follows:

Average annual change rate ¼
Second measurement value � Baseline measurement value

Baseline measurement value =Follow � up time
� 100%

In this study, the average annual change rate was used to reflect the longitudinal changes in TBS and BMD, using the
mean age of the subjects twice tested as a grouping basis and divided into an age subgroup per 10 years. When analyzing
baseline data, subjects were divided into an age subgroup every ten years based on the age of the first detection.
Differences between BMD, TBS, and mean annual change rates were compared between different age groups using
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The trends of TBS and BMD baseline measurements and average annual
change rate in men of all age subgroups were studied by trend test. Normally distributed measurement data were
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). SPSS V25.0 statistical software was used in this study. P < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results
Baseline Characteristics of the Study Population
The baseline characteristics of the study subjects are shown in Table 1. A total of 290 men were included in this study,
with a mean age of 59 years (SD=11.7, range 36 to 85), a mean body mass index (BMI) of 24.3 kg/m2 (SD=2.0, range
16.3 to 33.8), and a mean follow-up interval of 3.1 years (range 0.9 to 7.8). All subjects were divided into an age

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of the Study Population

Subgroup (Age in Years) Age (Year) n Follow-Up Interval (Year) BMI (kg/m2)

36–45 42.1±2.8 30 3.2(0.9–7.6) 26.4±3.3

46–55 50.7±2.7 97 3.0(0.9–7.2) 25.7±2.6

56–65 60.0±2.6 87 3.0(0.9–7.8) 25.3±2.6
66–75 70.3±2.9 39 2.7(0.9–6.8) 24.7±2.8

76–85 80.6±2.8 37 4.0(1.0–7.4) 24.5±3.3

Total 59.0±11.7 290 3.0(0.9–7.8) 24.3±2.0

Notes: Data were presented as median (min-maximum) and mean ± SD.
Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index.
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subgroup of 10 years based on the age at first detection. BMD of the hip region (total hip + femoral neck) showed
a downward trend in each age group (total hip, P for trend=0.005; femoral neck, P for trend < 0.001) by linear trend test,
while the LS (L1-4) BMD showed no significant difference between age subgroups. Meanwhile, TH BMD measurements
decreased from 0.945 g/cm2 (36–45 years) to 0.878 g/cm2 (76–85 years); FN BMD measurements decreased from 0.830
g/cm2 (36–45 years) to 0.722 g/cm2 (76–85 years). (Figure 1). Further analysis of BMD at individual vertebrae from L1
to L4 revealed that there was no significant difference in BMD of L1, L2, and L3 between age subgroups (P for trend all
> 0.05). L4 BMD increased with age (P for trend = 0.03). (Figure 2). In addition, the quadratic term trend test showed
that LS TBS was highest at 1.319 at 46 to 55 years among men aged 36 to 85 years, and then showed a decreasing trend
with increasing age (P for trend=0.03). (Figure 3).

The Average Annual Change Rate of BMD at Each Site and LS TBS
Table 2 shows the average annual change rate of BMD at each site and LS TBS in different age subgroups. A negative
average annual change rate indicates bone loss during follow-up, and a positive rate indicates bone gain. The mean
annual change rate of all men at LS TBS was −0.17%, and that of the lumbar spine, femoral neck, and total hip BMD
were 0.77%, −0.09%, and 0.16%, respectively. According to the average age before and after follow-up, all men were
divided into one age subgroup per 10 years. The average annual rate of change of LS TBS in the five groups (36–45, 46–
55, 56–65, 66–75, 76–85) were −0.17%, −0.21%, 0.13%, −1.08% and −0.18%, respectively. Additionally, The mean
annual rate of change of TBS in men aged 66–75 years was statistically different from that in the other groups (P<0.05);

Figure 1 Average bone mineral density (BMD) at the total hip (TH), femoral neck (FN), and lumbar spine (LS) in 10-year age subgroups. P for trend according to the 10-year
age subgroups using linear trend test.

Figure 2 Average bone mineral density (BMD) from L1 to L4 separately in 10-year age subgroups. P for trend according to the 10-year age subgroups using linear trend test.
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that is, at the age of 66–75 years, the decrease rate of LS TBS in men was the fastest. After age 76, the LS TBS continued
to decline but slowed down. The average annual rate of change at LS BMD in men increased from −0.21% around 40
years to 1.26% around 80 years (P for trend=0.001), while the average annual change rate at TH and FN BMD in men
was not statistically different in the age subgroups.

Discussion
This study investigated the TBS and BMD differences and the longitudinal change in men aged 36–85 years. The cross-
sectional findings showed that the BMD in the hip regions gradually decreased with age. It is generally assumed that
BMD peaks before age 35 and thereafter decreases slowly with age.26,27 This shows the same trend of hip region BMD
change in this study. Interestingly, this study found that in men aged 36~ 85 years, TBS increased with age before 46
years, reached a high value around 50 years, and thereafter it decreased with age. The trend in TBS is not consistent with
BMD, which may reflect developmental differences between bone microstructure and bone minerals. TBS reflects the
microstructure of the trabecular bone, positively associated with standard three-dimensional (3D) bone microstructural
parameters such as connection density and trabecular number.28,29 Tanck et al used µ-CT and micro-finite element
analysis (µ-FEA) to study the 3D bone trabecular structure of pigs’ vertebrae and proximal tibiae. They found that the
mechanical remodeling of bone microarchitecture was later than the peak bone mass.30 In addition, in a clinical study,
Khosla et al analyzed wrist skeletal microstructure in men aged 21 to 97 years and showed that the greatest trabecular
number was around 50 years.31 In a recent study of people over 50 years, LS TBS was highest in men at age 50~60, and

Table 2 Average Annual Change Rate (%/Year) of BMD at Each Site and LS TBS in 10-Year Age Subgroups

Subgroup (Age in Years) LS BMD (%/Year)a* FN BMD (%/Year) TH BMD (%/Year) LS TBS (%/Year)

36–45 −0.21±2.44 0.02±2.44 0.48±1.95 −0.17±2.55
46–55 0.68±1.61 −0.01±2.61 −0.03±2.00 −0.21±2.52
56–65 0.78±1.67 −0.31±1.62 0.17±2.08 0.13±2.18

66–75 1.05±2.01 0.12±2.18 0.23±1.91 −1.08±2.7b**
76–85 1.26±1.88 0.04±2.01 0.27±1.52 −0.18±1.62
Total 0.77±1.83 −0.09±2.15 0.16±1.95 −0.17±2.36

Notes: Data are shown as mean ± SD. aEach age subgroup was tested for trend using trend ANOVA. *P for trend <0.01. bUsed the LSD test with ANOVA, comparing the
age subgroup of 66–75 years to the remaining subgroup, **P<0.05.
Abbreviations: LS BMD, lumbar spine bone mineral density; FN BMD, femoral neck bone mineral density; TH BMD, total hip bone mineral density; LS TBS, lumbar spine
trabecular bone score.

Figure 3 Average trabecular bone score (TBS) at the lumbar spine (LS) in 10-year age subgroups. P for trend according to the 10-year age subgroups using quadratic term
trend test.
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then gradually decreased. However, in both previous studies15,16 on TBS in men, showed a gradual decline in LS TBS
with age, although their age grouping differs from ours.

In this study, the average annual change rate in all men at LS TBS was - 0.17%, similar to the postmenopausal older
women (−0.16%) reported previously.32 In the MrOS cohort study,24 the average annual rate of change in LS TBS was higher
in men (−0.25%) than in this study, considering the possibility that men in that cohort had a mean age of 72.8 years were
older compared with our study population. Previous studies23,25 had shown an increased mean annual rate of LS BMD
changes in men during follow-up. On this basis, our study found that the average annual change rate of LS BMD increased
with age in different subgroups in men. The significant increase in LS BMD in men may be related to age-related
degenerative changes at the spine, such as hyperostosis, compression fractures, and vascular calcifications, among others.33,34

Moreover, several studies reported that BMD loss in the total hip and femoral neck regions accelerated with
increasing age.22,23 While in this study, with the increase of age, the overall FN BMD of men did not decrease
significantly, and TH BMD even increased. It may be because the average follow-up interval in our subjects was
about three years, which was shorter than those in the above report. However, compared to BMD, TBS tends to decrease
with age in all men during follow-up. In recent years, studies have explored factors associated with TBS worse than
BMD. A study of Korean women found that women with a more degraded TBS than their BMD level were older and had
higher BMIs.12 A recent prospective cohort study by Panahi et al showed that in men, both smoking and larger waist
circumference were associated with more degraded TBS than BMD.13 Both cross-sectional studies reflect the value of
TBS in assessing fragility fracture risk in individuals with normal BMD or osteopenia. In this longitudinal study, we
found that although BMD in men did not significantly change or even increase in short-term follow-up, TBS still
decreased with age. This suggests that TBS, as another important indicator of bone strength, may better reflect changes in
bone strength than in adult men at short-term follow-up than BMD. Therefore, it is necessary to reflect bone strength and
the risk of fragility fracture by monitoring TBS at follow-up.

Few studies have analyzed the association between LS TBS’s average annual change rate and age. Recently,
a community study in Korea divided men aged 40–79 years into two groups. There was no statistical difference in the
annual change rate in LS TBS between the age groups greater than and less than 60 years.25 In the MROS cohort study,24

the rate of longitudinal change in TBS in older men was independent of age. In a longitudinal study, accelerated LS bone
trabecular loss in men around the age of 65 was related to the decrease of serum levels of bioavailable steroids.35 In this
study, LS TBS decreased with increasing age, and the rate of decrease was fastest in men aged 66 to 75 years. As an
indicator of bone microarchitecture and a powerful predictor of osteoporosis independent of BMD,36 the significant
decrease in TBS suggests that men at this age experience rapid bone loss and face a greater fracture risk. Therefore, for
older men over 65 years of age, preventing bone loss and reducing fracture risk were particularly important.

This study is not without limitations. First, the enrolled subjects were those with regular physical examination, and
fewer people were enrolled under 35 years, so we did not cover men under 35 years old in our study. Because of this, the
peak of TBS and its full trend throughout the life course cannot be judged. Second, this is a retrospective analysis, and
subjects were not randomly recruited from the general Chinese population. Third, all subjects had different ages at
enrollment, so there were different bone conditions due to their nutritional status and dietary habits. Fourth, the follow-up
time of the included population was inconsistent. However, in this study, we compared the average annual change rate of
bone, so the effect of the difference can be ignored. Fifth, information on previous disease history, medication history
may be inaccurate because these data were collected relying on subjects’ memory surveys. Sixth, measurement accuracy
errors may be present at all scan points.

Despite some limitations, it is still the first cross-sectional and longitudinal study to assess age-related changes in TBS
and BMD in Chinese adult men.

Conclusions
In conclusion, among men aged 36 to 85 years in this study, the changing trend of TBS was inconsistent with BMD. Men
experience a high value of LS TBS around age 50, later than the commonly believed age of peak BMD, which may
reflect developmental differences between bone microstructure and bone minerals. LS TBS may be used as a better
indicator of changes in bone strength than BMD in adult men at short-term follow-up. The average annual rate of decline
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in LS TBS was fastest at 66 to 75 years. Therefore, for older men over 65 years of age, osteoporosis prevention and
medical treatment are still necessary to reduce further bone loss and fracture risk.
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